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Upper and Lower Bounds for Kazhdan–Lusztig Polynomials
FRANCESCO BRENTI
We give upper and lower bounds for the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials of any Coxeter group W . If
W is finite we prove that, for any k  0, the kth coefficient of the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomial of two
elements u; v of W is bounded from above by a polynomial (which depends only on k) in l.v/− l.u/.
In particular, this implies the validity of Lascoux–Schutzenberger’s conjecture for all sufficiently long
intervals, and gives supporting evidence in favour of the Dyer–Lusztig conjecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In their fundamental paper [14] Kazhdan and Lusztig defined, for every Coxeter group W , a
family of polynomials, indexed by pairs of elements of W , which have become known as the
Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials of W (see e.g. [13, Ch. 7]. These polynomials are intimately
related to the Bruhat order of W and to the algebraic geometry of Schubert varieties, and are
of fundamental importance in representation theory.
Our aim in this paper is to give upper and lower bounds for the coefficients of any Kazhdan–
Lusztig (and inverse Kazhdan–Lusztig) polynomial of any Coxeter group and to study some
consequences of these bounds. Our motivation for doing this comes from two conjectures
of Kazhdan–Lusztig and Lascoux–Schutzenberger which assert, respectively, that these coef-
ficients are always non-negative (see e.g. [14, p. 166] and that, if the polynomials have the
maximum possible degree, then they are bounded from above by appropriate Eulerian numbers
(see, [17, p. 249] or Section 2 for the precise statement of this conjecture). Our main result is
that, if the group W is finite, then there exists a sequence of polynomials fsk.q/gk2N  Z[q]
(independent of W ) such that the coefficient of qk in the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomial of a
pair of elements u; v 2 W is bounded in absolute value by sk.l.v/− l.u// (see Theorem 3.9).
As a consequence of this result, we prove that Lascoux–Schutzenberger’s conjecture holds for
all sufficiently long intervals (see Corollary 3.10) and we give supporting evidence in favour of
the Dyer–Lusztig conjecture (see Corollary 3.11 and the comments following it, and Section 2
for the precise statement of this conjecture).
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we recall some basic
definitions, notation and results, both of an algebraic and combinatorial nature, that will be
used in the sequel. In Section 3 we prove our main results. In particular, we verify the
conjecture of Lascoux–Schutzenberger for all sufficiently long intervals. In Section 4 we
briefly sketch how it is possible to obtain analogues of the results in Section 3 for the inverse
Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss some conjectures and open
problems that arise naturally from this work.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some definitions, notation and results that will be used in the rest
of this paper. We let P defD f1; 2; 3 : : : g;N defD P [ f0g;Z be the ring of integers, and Q be
the field of rational numbers; for a 2 N we let [a] defD f1; 2; : : : ; ag (where [0] defD ;). Given
n;m 2 P; n  m, we let [n;m] defD [m]n[n − 1]. We write S D fa1; : : : ; ar g< to mean that
S D fa1; : : : ; ar g and a1 <    < ar . The cardinality of a set A will be denoted by jAj, for
r 2 N we let (A
r
 defD fS  A : jSj D rg and P.A/ be the power set of A. For S  P and j 2 P
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FIGURE 1. The Bruhat order on S3.
we let S j be the j th largest element of S, and S j defD 0 if j > jSj, (so S D fSjSj; : : : ; S1g<).
Given a polynomial P.q/, and i 2 Z, we will denote by [qi ].P.q// the coefficient of qi in
P.q/. For a 2 Q we let bac, (respectively, dae) denote the largest integer  a (respectively,
smallest integer  a).
Given a set T we let S.T / be the set of all bijections  : T ! T , and Sn defD S.[n]/. If  2 Sn
then we write  D 1 : : : n to mean that .i/ D i , for i D 1; : : : ; n. We will also write  in
disjoint cycle form (see e.g. [19, p. 17]) and we will usually omit to write the 1-cycles of  .
For example, if  D 365 492 187 then we also write  D .9; 7; 1; 3; 5/.2; 6/. Given ;  2 Sn
we let  defD    (composition of functions) so that, for example, .1; 2/.2; 3/ D .1; 2; 3/.
We will follow [19, Ch. 3], for notation and terminology concerning partially ordered sets.
In particular, given a finite graded poset P and S  N we let PS defD fx 2 P : .x/ 2 Sg, where
 : P ! N is the rank function of P and .PI S/ be the number of maximal chains of PS .
We also let Pi
defD Pfig if i 2 N. We say that a finite graded poset P as above is Eulerian if P
has a ˆ0 and ˆ1 and .x; y/ D .−1/.y/−.x/ for all x; y 2 P; x  y.
We will follow [13] for general Coxeter groups notation and terminology. Given a Coxeter
system .W; S/ and  2 W we denote by l. / the length of  in W , with respect to S, and we
let
D. / defD fs 2 S : l. s/ < l. /g:
and
"
defD .−1/l. /:
We call D. / the descent set of  . We denote by e the identity of W and we let T defD f s−1 :
 2 W; s 2 Sg be the set of reflections of W . We will always assume that W is partially ordered
by (strong) Bruhat order. Recall (see e.g. [13, Section 5.9] that this means x  y iff there
exists r 2 N and t1; : : : ; tr 2 T such that tr : : : t1x D y and l.ti : : : t1x/ > l.ti−1 : : : t1x/
for i D 1; : : : ; r . For example, the Hasse diagram of the Bruhat order on S3 is shown in
Figure 1. Given u; v 2 W we let [u; v] defD fx 2 W : u  x  vg. We consider [u; v] as a
poset with the partial ordering induced by W . In particular, we will often use notation such as
[u; v]S or [u; v]i .S  N; i 2 N/ to denote the rank-selected subposets of [u; v]. We call the
elements of [u; v] at distance one from u (respectively, v) the atoms (respectively, coatoms)
of [u; v], and we denote by a.u; v/ and c.u; v/ their number. So a.u; v/ D j[u; v]1j and
c.u; v/ D j[u; v]l.v/−l.u/−1j. It is well known (see e.g. [2, Corollary 1]) that intervals of W
(and their duals) are Eulerian posets.
We denote by H.W / the Hecke algebra associated to W . Recall (see e.g. [13, Ch. 7] that
this is the free Z[q; q−1]-module having the set fTw : w 2 W g as a basis and multiplication
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such that
TwTs D
(
Tws; if l.ws/ > l.w/;
qTws C .q − 1/Tw; if l.ws/ < l.w/; (1)
for all w 2 W and s 2 S. It is well known that this is an associative algebra having Te as unity
and that each basis element is invertible in H.W /. More precisely, we have the following
result (see [13, Proposition 7.4]).
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let v 2 W . Then
.Tv−1/
−1 D q−l.v/
X
uv
.−1/l.v/−l.u/Ru;v.q/Tu;
where Ru;v.q/ 2 Z[q].
The polynomials Ru;v defined by the previous proposition are called the R-polynomials of
W . It is easy to see that deg.Ru;v/ D l.v/−l.u/, and that Ru;u.q/ D 1, for all u; v 2 W; u  v.
It is customary to let Ru;v.q/
defD 0 if u 6 v. We then have the following fundamental result
that follows from (1) and Proposition 2.1 (see [13, Section 7.5]).
THEOREM 2.2. Let u; v 2 W and s 2 D.v/. Then
Ru;v.q/ D
(
Rus;vs.q/; if s 2 D.u/;
q Rus;vs.q/C .q − 1/Ru;vs.q/; if s =2 D.u/: (2)
Note that the preceding theorem can be used to compute inductively the R-polynomials since
l.vs/ < l.v/. Therefore, one could take Theorem 2.2 as the definition of the R-polynomials,
together with the initial conditions that Ru;u.q/ D 1 and Ru;v.q/ D 0, for all u; v 2 W; u 6 v.
Theorem 2.2 has also the following simple consequence.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u; v 2 W . Then there exists a (necessarily unique) polynomial
QRu;v.q/ 2 N[q] such that
Ru;v.q/ D q 12 .l.v/−1.u// QRu;v

q
1
2 − q− 12

: (3)
There is one other property of the R-polynomials that we will use quite often in this work
(sometimes, without explicit mention). We recall it here for the reader’s convenience.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let u; v 2 W . Then
.−q/l.v/−l.u/Ru;v

1
q

D Ru;v.q/: (4)
A proof of the preceding result can be found, e.g. in [13, Section 7.8].
The R-polynomials can be used to define the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. The following
result is not hard to prove (and, in fact, holds in much greater generality, see [21, Corollary 6.7
and Example 6.9]) and a proof can be found, e.g. in [13, Sections 7.9–11] or [14, Section 2.2].
THEOREM 2.5. There is a unique family of polynomials fPu;v.q/gu;v;2W  Z[q], such that,
for all u; v 2 W :
(i) Pu;v.q/ D 0 if u 6 v;
(ii) Pu;u.q/ D 1;
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(iii) deg .Pu;v.q//  b 12 .l.v/− l.u/− 1/c if u < v;
(iv) ql.v/−l.u/Pu;v

1
q

D
X
uzv
Ru;z.q/Pz;v.q/; if u  v. (5)
The polynomials Pu;v.q/ defined by the preceding theorem are called the Kazhdan–Lusztig
polynomials of W . Note that parts (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.5 actually yield an inductive
procedure to compute the polynomials Pu;v.q/ for all u; v 2 W , taking parts (i) and (ii) as
initial conditions.
There is a non-recursive way to express the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials in terms of the
R-polynomials which is the fundamental tool that we will use in this paper. The following
result first appeared in [6, Theorem 5.2] and we refer the reader to [6] for its proof.
THEOREM 2.6. Let u; v 2 W , and k 2 N. Then
[qk].Pu;v.q// D
X
S[k]
X
.a0;::: ;ajSjC1/2CS.u;v/
jSjY
rD0
[ql.arC1/−l.v/CSrCSrC1 ].Rar ;arC1.q// (6)
where CS.u; v/ is the set of all multichains a0  a1      ajSjC1 from u to v such that
SrC1  l.v/− l.ar /− Sr  Sr − 1, for r D 1; : : : ; jSj, and where S0 defD l.v/− l.u/− k.
We will find it convenient to recall also the following two consequences of Theorem 2.6 (see
[6, Corollaries 5.3 and 5.4] for their proofs.) Given a poset P we denote by P the order dual
of P .
COROLLARY 2.7. Let u; v 2 W . Then
[q].Pu;v.q// D .−1/l.v/−l.u/[q].Ru;v.q//C c.u; v/
where c.u; v/ is the number of coatoms in [u; v].
COROLLARY 2.8. Let u; v 2 W . Then
[q2].Pu;v.q// D .−1/l.v/−l.u/[q2].Ru;v.q//C
X
a2[u;v]1
.−1/l.v/−l.u/−1[q].Ru;a.q//C j[u; v]2j
−
X
b2[u;v]3
[q].Rb;v.q//C .[u; v]I f1:3g/;
where .[u; v]I f1; 3g/ denotes the number of maximal chains of [u; v]f1;3g.
We illustrate Corollary 2.8 with an example. Let W D S5; u D 14 325, and v D 45 312.
Then l.v/ − l.u/ D 5; [u; v]1 D f45 132; 35 412; 43 512; 45 213g; j[u; v]2j D 10; [u; v]3 Df15 342; 14 532; 41 523; 34 152; 41 352; 43 125; 42 315; 34 215; 35 124; 24 513; 15 423, 25 314g
and Ru;v.q/ D q5− 4q4 + 7q3− 7q2C 4q − 1. Therefore .[u; v]I f1; 3g/ D 32; 6a2[u;v]1 [q]
.Ru;a/ D .−4/ C .−4/ C .−4/ C .−4/;6b2[u;v]3 [q].Rb;v/ D 2 C 3 C 3 C 3 C 2 C 3 C 2C
3C3C 3C 3C 2 and hence [q2].Pu;v/ D 7C .−16/C 10− 32C 32 D 1.
Our aim in this work is to obtain upper and lower bounds for the coefficients of the Kazhdan–
Lusztig polynomials of a Coxeter system. As mentioned in the Introduction, the motivation
for doing this comes from the following two conjectures.
CONJECTURE 2.9. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system and u; v 2 W . Then [qk].Pu;v/  0 for
all k 2 N.
CONJECTURE 2.10. Let n 2 P and u; v 2 Sn be such that deg.Pu;v/ D 12 .l.v/ − l.u/ − 1/.
Then [qk].Pu;v/  A. 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/I k/ for all k 2 N.
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Here A.n; k/ .n; k 2 N/ denotes a Eulerian number (i.e. A.n; k/ defD jf 2 Sn : jD. /j D kgj,
for 0  k  n − 1 and n 2 P, see e.g. [7, Section 6.5] for further information about Eulerian
numbers). For example, if we let An.q/ defD 6n−1kD0 A.n; k/qk for n 2 P, then we have that
A1.q/ D 1; A2.q/ D 1 C q; A3.q/ D 1 C 4q C q2; A4.q/ D 1 C 11q C 11q2 C q3; A5.q/ D
1 C 26q C 66q2 C 26q3 C q4, and A6.q/ D 1 C 57q C 302q2 C 302q3 C 57q4 C q5. Note
that equality can be achieved in Conjecture 2.10. For example, one can check from [12] that
P1324;3412.q/ D A2.q/ and P145236;456123.q/ D A3.q/. It turns out that our main result also
has applications to the following (apparently unrelated) conjecture.
CONJECTURE 2.11. Let .W1; S1/ and .W2;S2/ be two Coxeter systems and u; v 2 W1; z; w 2
W2 be such that [u; v] D [z; w] (as posets). Then Pu;v.q/ D Pz;w.q/.
Conjectures 2.9 and 2.10 first appeared in [14, p. 166] and [17, p. 249], respectively, while
Conjecture 2.11 was made by Lusztig around 1979 [18] and by Dyer (see [13, Section 8.6,
p. 177]). Conjecture 2.9 is currently known to be true in several important cases (see e.g. [13,
Section 7.12, p. 164]), as well as for k D 1 (see [22] and [11, p. 114]). No partial results are
known on Conjecture 2.10, while Conjecture 2.11 is known to be true if l.v/− l.u/  3 or if
[u; v] is a lattice (see [6, Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.3]). Our results give supporting evidence
in favour of Conjecture 2.11 and of the fact that Conjecture 2.10 may actually hold for any
finite Coxeter system, and suggest that Conjecture 2.9 is the hardest of the three.
Throughout this work .W; S/ denotes a Coxeter system.
3. THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section we prove our main results. Namely, we give upper and lower bounds for the
coefficients of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. Since the notation involved in the derivation
of these bounds is rather complicated, we treat in detail only the upper and lower bounds
for the coefficients of q and q2. This will make the main ideas of the argument stand out
more clearly, and enable the interested reader to derive easily the corresponding bounds for
the higher powers of q.
Our first step, by Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8, is to obtain bounds for the coefficients of q and q2
in the R-polynomials. However, in this case, it turns out to be no extra work to obtain bounds
for the other coefficients as well.
To this end we define two functions F;G : N N! Z inductively as follows. We let
F.k; n/ defD F.k; n − 1/C F.k − 1; n − 1/−minf0;G.k − 1; n − 2/g; (7)
G.k; n/ defD G.k; n − 1/C G.k − 1; n − 1/−maxf0; F.k − 1; n − 2/g; (8)
if .k; n/ 2 N Nnf.0; 0/g, (where G.k; n/ defD F.k; n/ defD 0 if k < 0 or n < 0), and
F.0; 0/ defD G.0; 0/ defD 1: (9)
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system. Then
G.k; l.v/− l.u//  .−1/k"u"v[qk].Ru;v/  F.k; l.v/− 1.u//; (10)
for all k 2 N, and all u; v 2 W such that u  v.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on l.v/, (10) being clearly true for all k 2 N and u  v
if l.v/ D 0. So assume that l.v/ > 0 and let u 2 W be such that u  v, and s 2 D.v/. If
s 2 D.u/ then it follows from our induction hypotheses that
G.k; l.v/− l.u// D G.k; l.vs/− l.us//  .−1/k"us"vs[qk].Rus;vs/
 F.k; l.vs/− l.us// D F.k; l.v/− l.u//;
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for all k 2 N, and the thesis follows from (2). If s =2 D.u/ then it follows again from our
induction hypotheses that, by (7) and (8)
G.k; l.v/− l.u// D G.k − 1; l.vs/− l.u//C G.k; l.vs/− l.u//
−maxf0; F.k − 1; l.vs/− l.us//g
 .−1/k"u"v.[qk−1].Ru;vs/− [qk].Ru;vs/C [qk−1].Rus;vs//
 F.k − 1; l.vs/− l.u//C F.k; l.vs/− l.u//
−minf0;G.k − 1; l.vs/− l.us//g
D F.k; l.v/− l.u//;
so the thesis follows from (2). 2
An immediate consequence of the preceding result is the following.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
1  .−1/l.v/−l.u/C1[q].Ru;v/  l.v/− l.u/; (11)
and
−

l.v/− l.u/
2

 .−1/l.v/−l.u/[q2].Ru;v/ 

l.v/− l.u/
2

: (12)
PROOF. It is easily verified from the definitions (7), (8), and (9), by induction on kCn 2 N,
that G.1; n/ D 1; F.1; n/ D n;G.2; n/  −(n2, and F.2; n/ D (n2 for all n  1, so the result
follows from Proposition 3.1. 2
It is easy to see that both bounds on the RHS of (11) and (12) are best possible (take, e.g.
W D Sn; u D e, and v D .1; 2; : : : ; n/, for n  2, or use Theorem 6.3 of [6]).
The preceding result, together with Corollaries 2.7 and 2.8 (and the observation that 2 
[q].Ru;v/ if u  v and l.v/− l.u/ D 3/, implies the following bounds.
COROLLARY 3.3. Let u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
c.u; v/− l.v/C l.u/  [q].Pu;v/  c.u; v/− 1; (13)
and
−

l.v/− l.u/
2

− .l.v/− l.u/− 1/c.u; v/− j[u; v]3j
 [q2].Pu;v/− j[u; v]2j C 2j[u; v]3j − .[u; v]I f1; 3g/


l.v/− l.u/
2

− c.u; v/: (14)
Taking u; v 2 W; u  v, be such that [u; v] does not contain any subinterval isomorphic (as
a poset) to S3 shows ([6, Theorem 6.3]) that the bound on the LHS of (13) is best possible.
However, we have been unable to find similar examples for the other bounds.
One problem with the preceding result is that the bounds that we have obtained can sometimes
be hard to evaluate. In particular, it is difficult to compare these bounds with the conjectured
ones. In order to do this it is necessary to obtain more explicit bounds. We have been able to
do this only for finite Coxeter systems, thanks to the following result.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let .W; S/ be a finite Coxeter system, and u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
c.u; v/  2jSj2: (15)
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PROOF. Assume first that .W; S/ is irreducible. If jSj D 2 then .W; S/ is dihedral and hence
c.u; v/  2;
which implies (15). If .W; S/ is of type H4 then one can compute directly (using a computer)
that
c.u; v/  12;
which again implies (15). If jSj  3 and .W; S/ is not of type H4 then, by the classification of
irreducible finite Coxeter systems (see e.g. [3], or [13, Ch. 2 and Section 6.4]), we conclude
easily that
jT j  2jSj2 (16)
where T is the set of reflections of .W; S/. However, it follows immediately from the definition
of Bruhat order that
c.u; v/  jT j; (17)
and hence (15) follows from (17) and (16).
Assume now that .W; S/ is reducible. It is then well known (see e.g. [13, Proposition 6.1,
p. 129]) that there exist irreducible (finite) Coxeter systems .W1; S1/; : : : ; .Wr ; Sr / such that
W D W1     Wr ;
(as groups). In this case, it follows easily from the definition of Bruhat order that there exist
ui ; vi 2 Wi ; ui  vi , for i D 1; : : : ; r , such that
[u; v] D [u1; v1]     [ur ; vr ];
(as posets). Therefore
c.u; v/ D
rX
iD1
c.ui ; vi /:
Since .Wi ; Si / is irreducible there follows from what we have already proved that
c.ui ; vi /  2jSi j2;
for i D 1; : : : ; r . Hence
c.u; v/ 
rX
iD1
2jSi j2  2
 rX
iD1
jSi j
2
D 2jSj2;
as desired. 2
Note that the preceding result does not hold, in general, for infinite Coxeter systems. For
example, if .W; fa; b; cg/ is a universal Coxeter system (as defined e.g. in [13, Section 5.1,
p. 106]) and vn defD abcabc : : : abc| {z }
3n
, then c.e; vn/ D 3n, for all n  1.
We should mention that we believe that the bound given in Proposition 3.4 can be improved.
For example, if one could somehow verify, or compute, that maxfc.u; v/ : u; v 2 W g 
9; 16; 49; 64 when W is of type H3; F4; E7 and E8, respectively, then the proof that we have
given would imply a bound of jSj2 on the RHS of (15) in Proposition 3.4. However, (15) is
enough to allow us to verify that Lascoux–Schutzenberger’s conjectured bounds hold, for the
coefficients of q and q2 (for any finite Coxeter group), except possibly in a few special cases.
Before we can do this we need the following technical consequence of the preceding result.
Given n; i 2 N we let .n/i defD n.n − 1/ : : : .n − i C 1/, and .n/0 defD 1.
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let .W; S/ be a finite Coxeter system and u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
j[u; v]i j  2i ..l.v/− l.u//i /2; (18)
for all i 2 N.
PROOF. If i D 0 then (18) is clear. Now note that if (18) holds for i D 1 then it holds for
all i  1 since
j[u; v]i j 
X
a2[u;v]i−1
c.u; a/ 
X
a2[u;v]i−1
2.l.a/− l.u///2 D 2.l.v/− l.u/− i C 1/2j[u; v]i−1j:
To prove that (18) holds if i D 1 note that by [10, Proposition 2.1] there exists a finite Coxeter
system .W 0; S0/ and u0; v0 2 W 0 such that [u0; v0] D [u; v] (as posets) and jS0j  l.v/ − l.u/.
Therefore, by Proposition 3.4,
c.u; v/ D c.u0; v0/  2jS0j2  2.l.v/− l.u//2;
as desired. 2
Note that, for i D 1, the degree of the polynomial in l.v/− l.u/ on the RHS of (18) is best
possible. For example, if u D 1 nC1 : : : 2n−1 2 3 : : : n 2n and v D nC1 nC2 : : : 2n 1 2 : : : n
then l.v/− l.u/ D n2 − .n − 1/2 D 2n − 1, but j[u; v]1j D n2, as it is easy to check.
We can now prove one of the main results of this section.
THEOREM 3.6. Let .W; S/ be a finite Coxeter system and u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
[q].Pu;v.q//  2d2 − 1; (19)
and
[q2].Pu;v/ 

d
2

C 4..d/2/2 C 2423..d/3/2; (20)
where d defD l.v/− l.u/. In particular:
(i) l.v/− l.u/ > 18) [q].Pu;v/  A

b 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/cI 1

;
(ii) l.v/− l.u/ > 50) [q2].Pu;v/  A

b 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/cI 2

.
PROOF. Both inequalities in (19) and (20) follow immediately from Corollary 3.3, Proposi-
tion 3.5 and the fact that
.[u; v]I f1; 3g/ D
X
a2[u;v]3
c.a; v/ 
X
a2[u;v]3
2.l.v/− l.a//2 D 18j[u; v]3j;
and X
a2[u;v]3
c.a; v/  2j[u; v]3j;
(by [2, (4.7)]).
Now, it is well known (see e.g. [7, Theorem C, Section 6.5]) and easy to see, that A.n; 1/ D
2n − n − 1, and A.n; 2/ D 3n − 2n.n C 1/C (nC12 , for all n 2 P, and the other two statements
follow. 2
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Note that the inequality on the RHS of (19) fails if W is infinite. For example, if .W; fa; b; cg/
is a universal Coxeter system (as defined e.g. in [13, Section 5.1, p. 106]) and u defD abcabc
: : : abc; v defD uabc, then l.v/− l.u/ D 3 but it is easy to verify that Pu;v.q/ D 1C l.v/q. Also
note that the inequalities at the end of Theorem 3.6 fail in general. For example, if W D S5
and u D 14235; v D 45123, then l.v/− l.u/ D 4 but Pu;v.q/ D 1C 2q, while if W D S6 and
u D 154236; v D 564123, then l.v/− l.u/ D 6 but Pu;v.q/ D 1C 2q2.
It is clear that the same method that we have used so far extends to higher powers of q.
However, the bounds that one obtains get more and more complicated as the powers get higher,
and for this reason, as noted at the beginning of this section, we have decided to treat in detail
only the cases of q and q2. None the less, it is easy to obtain qualitative results for the higher
powers of q which are still good enough to imply the validity of Lascoux–Schutzenberger’s
conjecture for all sufficiently long intervals, as we now show.
Define a sequence of polynomials f NRk.q/gk2N  Z[q] inductively as follows. We let
NR0.q/ defD 1; NR1.q/ defD q; (21)
and
.1 NRk/.q/ defD NRk−1.q/C NRk−1.q − 1/; (22)
NRk.0/ defD 0; (23)
if k  2, where 1 is the (first) difference operator, .1 f /.q/ defD f .q C 1/ − f .q/ (see e.g.
[19, p. 36]). So, for example, NR2.q/ D q2 − 2q; NR3.q/ D .2q3 − 12q2 C 19q/=3, andNR4.q/ D .q4−12q3C50q2−72q/=3. It is well known (see e.g. [19, Proposition 1.4.2, p. 38])
and also easy to see, that conditions (21)–(23) uniquely define the polynomials NRk.q/ for all
k 2 N.
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system. Then
j[qk].Ru;v/j  NRk.l.v/− l.u// (24)
for all u; v 2 W; u  v, and k 2 N.
PROOF. It is easily verified by induction on k C n 2 N, using the definitions (7), (8), (22),
and (23), that
− NRk.n/  G.k; n/  F.k; n/  NRk.n/
for all k; n 2 N, and the thesis follows from Proposition 3.1. 2
Now let G defD f.S; I / 2 P.N/  P.N/ : jSj D jI j, and SrC1  Ir − Sr  Sr − 1, for
r D 1; : : : ; jSjg, and, for k 2 N;Gk defD f.S; I / 2 G : S  [k]g. We define a function
C : G ! N by letting
C.S; I / defD
jSjY
rD1
NRSrCSrC1−IrC1.Ir − IrC1/;
for .S; I / 2 G. A consequence of Proposition 3.7, and Theorem 2.6, is the following.
THEOREM 3.8. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system, and k 2 N. Then
j[qk].Pu;v/j 
X
.S;I /2Gk
C.S; I /.[u; v]I I / NRk−S1.l.v/− l.u/− I1/
for all u; v;2 W; u  v.
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PROOF. By (iii) of Theorem 2.5 the result clearly holds if l.v/− l.u/ < 2k−1. For S  [k]
let G.S/ defD fI 2 P.N/ : .S; I / 2 Gg. Then, if 2k−1  l.v/− l.u/, we have from Theorem 2.6
and Proposition 3.7 that
j[qk].Pu;v/j 
X
S[k]
X
I2G.S/
X
.ajSj;::: ;a1/2M..[u;v]/I /
 jSjY
rD0
[q SrCSrC1−IrC1 ].Rar ;arC1/


X
S[k]
X
I2G.S/
X
.ajSj;::: ;a1/2M..[u;v]/I /
C.S; I /j[q I0−S0−S1 ].Ra0;a1/j
D
X
s[k]
X
I2G.S/
.[u; v]I I / NRI0−S0−S1.l.v/− l.u/− I1/C.S; I /
where a0
defD u; ajSjC1 defD v; S0 defD l.v/− l.u/−k; I0 defD l.v/− l.a0/, andM..[u; v]/I / denotes
the set of all maximal chains in .[u; v]/I , and the thesis follows. 2
The preceding result, and Proposition 3.5, immediately imply the following.
THEOREM 3.9. There exists a sequence of polynomials fsi .q/gi2N  Z[q] such that
j[qk].Pu;v/j  sk.l.v/− l.u//
for all k 2 N; u; v 2 W such that u  v, and all finite Coxeter systems .W; S/.
PROOF. Fix k 2 N. Then, since .W; S/ is finite, we conclude from Proposition 3.5 that
.[u; v]I I / 
jI jY
rD1
j[u; v]Ir j 
jI jY
rD1
2Ir ..l.v/− l.u//Ir /2
for any I  [l.v/− l.u/] [ f0g and the thesis follows from Theorem 3.8. 2
We can now prove that Lascoux–Schutzenberger’s conjecture holds (for any finite Coxeter
system) for all sufficiently long intervals.
COROLLARY 3.10. There exists a sequence of constants fci gi2N  N such that
j[qk].Pu;v/j  A.b 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/cI k/ (25)
for all finite Coxeter systems .W; S/ and all k 2 N; u; v 2 W , such that l.v/− l.u/ > ck .
PROOF. Fix k 2 P. From Theorem 3.9 we know that
j[qk].Pu;v/j  sk.l.v/− l.u// (26)
for all u; v 2 W; u  v. Now, it is well known (see e.g. [7, Theorem B, Section 6.5, and
Exercise 3, p. 292]) that Eulerian polynomials are symmetric and unimodal. Hence
A.b 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/cI k/  A.b 12 .l.v/− l.u/C 1/cI 1/ (27)
if 1  k  b 12 .l.v/ − l.u/ − 3/c. However, it is also well known (see e.g. [7, Theorem C,
Section 6.5]), and easy to see, that
A.nI 1/ D 2n − n − 1 (28)
if n  1. Hence (25) follows from (26)–(28), and the fact that sk.l.v/− l.u// is a polynomial
function of l.v/− l.u/. 2
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Note that the above corollary is always ‘non-empty’ since the constant ck appearing in its
statement depends only on k and not on the Coxeter system .W; S/. Hence, for any given
k 2 N, there are infinitely many intervals that satisfy the hypotheses of Corollary 3.10.
We close this section by noting the following immediate consequence of Theorem 3.9 and
part (iii) of Theorem 2.5.
COROLLARY 3.11. There are only a finite number of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials of inter-
vals of a given length of finite Coxeter systems.
Note that the preceding corollary gives evidence in favour of Conjecture 2.11 since it is
known (see [10, Corollary 2.2] and also [13, Theorem 8.6, p. 177]) that only a finite number
of posets (up to isomorphism) can occur as intervals of a given length in finite Coxeter systems
(under Bruhat order). Hence Corollary 3.11 is a consequence of Conjecture 2.11.
4. INVERSE KAZHDAN–LUSZTIG POLYNOMIALS
In this section we show how one can obtain analogues of the results in the previous section
for the inverse Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. Recall (see e.g. [13, Section 7.13] or [15,
p. 190]) that these are the polynomials fPu;v.q/gu;v2W uniquely defined by the condition thatX
uav
.−1/l.a/−l.u/Pu;a.q/Pa;v.q/ D u;v (29)
for all u; v 2 W; u  v.
We will use the following analogue of Theorem 2.6 for the inverse Kazhdan–Lusztig poly-
nomials (see [6, Theorem 7.6]).
THEOREM 4.1. Let u; v 2 W , and k 2 N. Then
[qk].Pu;v/ D
X
S[k]
X
.a0;::: ;ajSjC1/2CS.[u;v]/
jSjY
iD0
[q SiCSiC1−l.aiC1/Cl.u/].RaiC1;ai /
where CS.[u; v]/ is the set of all multichains a0  a1      ajSjC1 from v to u such that
SrC1  l.ar /− l.u/− Sr  Sr − 1, for r D 1; : : : ; jSj, and where S0 defD l.v/− l.u/− k.
Again, it is convenient to write down explicitly the following two consequences of the
preceding result (see also [6, Corollary 7.7]).
COROLLARY 4.2. Let u; v 2 W . Then
[q].Pu;v/ D .−1/l.v/−l.u/[q].Ru;v/C a.u; v/;
where a.u; v/ is the number of atoms in [u; v].
COROLLARY 4.3. Let u; v 2 W . Then
[q2].Pu;v/ D .−1/l.v/−l.u/[q2].Ru;v/C
X
a2[u;v]1
.−1/l.v/−l.a/[q].Ra;v/C j[u; v]2j
−
X
a2[u;v]3
[q].Ru;a/C .[u; v]I f1; 3g/:
Using these two results, and Corollary 3.2, we deduce the following analogue of Corollary 3.3
for the inverse Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials.
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
a.u; v/− l.v/C l.u/  [q].Pu;v/  a.u; v/− 1 (30)
and
−

l.v/− l.u/
2

− .l.v/− l.u/− 1/a.u; v/− j[u; v]3j
 [q2].Pu;v/− j[u; v]2j C 2j[u; v]3j − .[u; v]I f1; 3g/


l.v/− l.u/
2

− a.u; v/:
Again, taking u; v 2 W; u  v, be such that [u; v] does not contain any subinterval isomorphic
to S3 shows ([6, Theorem 7.8]) that the bound on the LHS of (30) is best possible.
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.8, but using Theorem 4.1 and the well known fact
(see e.g [6, Theorem 7.1]) that deg.Pu;v/  12 .l.v/− l.u/− 1/ for u; v 2 W; u < v, instead of
Theorems 2.6 and 2.5, yields the following analogue of Theorem 3.8 (we omit the details).
THEOREM 4.5. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system, and k 2 N. Then
j[qk].Pu;v/j 
X
.S;I /2Gk
C.S; I /.[u; v]I I / NRk−S1.l.v/− l.u/− I1/
for all u; v 2 W; u  v.
It is of course also possible to deduce, in a similar way, analogues of Theorems 3.6 and 3.9
and Corollary 3.10. This, however, turns out to be a fruitless endeavour. In fact, all these
results hold for finite Coxeter groups and the reader can check that the analogues that one
would obtain coincide with the results themselves using the well known facts (see e.g. [13,
Proposition 7.13, and Section 5.9]) that Pu;v.q/ D Pw0v;w0u.q/ and [u; v] D [w0v;w0u] (as
posets) for all u; v 2 W , if W is finite with longest element w0.
5. OPEN PROBLEMS
In this section we discuss some open problems that arise naturally from this work. The
approach that we have used in this paper is to obtain upper and lower bounds for the R-
polynomials and then to use Theorems 2.6 and 4.1 to ‘transfer’ these bounds to the Kazhdan–
Lusztig polynomials and their inverses. This naturally raises the question of obtaining sharp
upper and lower bounds for the R-polynomials. Despite the fact that these polynomials satisfy
simple recursions (see (2)) and that several combinatorial descriptions are known for them (see
e.g. [8, 10] and, for the case of symmetric groups, [5]); this does not seem to be an easy goal
to attain. In particular, we have been unable to decide on the following problems, which we
believe to be of some interest and rather natural.
PROBLEM 5.1. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system. Is it true that
j[u; v]i j  "u"v.−1/i [qi ].Ru;v/ (31)
for all u; v 2 W , and i D 0; : : : ; l.v/− l.u/?
PROBLEM 5.2. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system. Is it true that
"u"v.−1/i [qi ].Ru;v/ 

l.v/− l.u/
i

(32)
for all u; v 2 W , and i D 0; : : : ; l.v/− l.u/?
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Problem 5.1 has been already mentioned in [6] (see (39) and the comments following it).
Note that, by Corollary 2.7, Problem 5.1 for i D 1 is equivalent to Conjecture 2.9 for k D 1.
Therefore, the answer to Problem 5.1 is yes in this case by recent results of Tagawa and Dyer
(see [22], and [11, p. 114]). Problem 5.2 is naturally suggested by Corollary 3.2. Note that if
[u; v] does not contain any subinterval isomorphic to S3 then, by Theorem 6.3 of [6], equality
holds in (32) for all i D 0; : : : ; l.v/− l.u/. Therefore, the bound given in (32) is best possible
if it does hold.
It is curious to note that, while it is difficult to obtain sharp upper bounds for the R-
polynomials, this is very easy to do for the QR-polynomials (see (3)). For n 2 N define a
polynomial Fn.q/ inductively as follows. We let
F0.q/
defD 1; F1.q/ defD q; F2.q/ defD q2
and
Fn.q/
defD q Fn−1.q/C Fn−2.q/;
if n  3. The polynomials Fn.q/ are known as the q-Fibonacci numbers, and have been widely
studied (see e.g. [16], and the references cited there). We then have the following result.
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system, and u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
QRu;v.q/  Fl.v/−l.u/.q/ (33)
(coefficientwise) and this bound is best possible.
PROOF. We prove (33) by induction on l.v/, (33) being clear if v D e. Let v 2 W be such
that l.v/  1 and s 2 D.v/. Then from (2), (3), and our induction hypothesis we conclude
that
QRu;v.q/ D QRus;vs.q/  Fl.vs/−l.us/.q/ D Fl.v/−l.u/.q/
if s 2 D.u/, and
QRu;v.q/ D q QRu;vs.q/C QRus;vs.q/
 q Fl.vs/−l.u/.q/C Fl.vs/−l.us/.q/
D q Fl.v/−l.u/−1.q/C Fl.v/−l.u/−2.q/
D Fl.v/−l.u/.q/;
if s =2 D.u/, and (33) holds.
To prove that the bound is sharp let .W; fa; bg/ be a ‘universal’ Coxeter system (as defined
e.g. in [9]). Then it is easy to see, by induction on l.v/, that QRu;v.q/ D Fl.v/−l.u/.q/ for all
u; v 2 W; u  v. 2
Note that, by (3), any bounds on QRu;v yield corresponding bounds on Ru;v . For example, it
is easy to verify (using Proposition 2.3) that the following holds.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system and u; v 2 W; u  v. Then
−
bm−12 cX
iD0
[qd−4i−2]. QRu;v/

d − 4i − 2
j − 2i − 1

 "u"v.−1/ j [q j ].Ru;v/
bm2 cX
iD0
[qd−4i ]. QRu;v/

d − 4i
j − 2i

(34)
where d defD l.v/− l.u/, and m defD minf j; d − jg, for j D 0; : : : ; d.
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However, the sharp bounds given by Proposition 5.3 do not yield, when substituted into
(34), sharp bounds for the coefficients of the R-polynomials.
Note that while Proposition 5.3 gives a tight upper bound on the coefficients of QRu;v.q/, it
does not characterize the QR-polynomials (and hence R-polynomials) of Bruhat intervals of a
given length. For example, it is known (see, e.g. [8, Proposition 5.3], or [6, Proposition 6.1])
that if [ql.v/−l.u/−2i ]. QRu;v/ 6D 0 then [ql.v/−l.u/−2 j ]. QRu;v/ 6D 0 for all 0  j  i . However,
even this additional condition does not characterize QR-polynomials. For example, 2q2Cq4Cq6
is not the QR-polynomial of any Bruhat interval, as it is easy to verify. In this respect, we feel
that the following holds. Recall that a polynomial P.q/ defD 6diD0ai qi 2 R[q] is said to be
log-concave if a2i  ai−1aiC1 for i D 1; : : : ; d − 1 (we refer the reader to [4] or [20] for
further information about log-concave polynomials).
CONJECTURE 5.5. Let .W; S/ be a Coxeter system and u; v 2 W . Then QRu;v.q/ is log-
concave.
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